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Aim

This study investigates whether tumor mass-effect is
reflected in measures of tumor perfusion kinetics and
interstitial fluid flow.
• We quantified pre-operative tumor mass-effect on 30

GBM patients of the Ivy Glioblastoma Atlas Project
(Ivy GAP [1]) and report its relation to tumor size,
location and clinical outcome.

• We evaluated Dynamic-Contrast-Enhanced (DCE) MR
Imaging for 9 cases to investigate the relation between
tumor mass-effect, perfusion and interstitial fluid flow
in the tumor.

Tumor Mass Effect

Tumor mass effect results from biomechanical forces that
displace surrounding tissue during tumor growth. Biome-
chanical forces are known to affect tumor growth and
evolution [2], and likewise, tumor growth drives physical
changes in its micro-environment that affect tissue solid
and fluid mechanics.
Elevated mass effect has been shown to be linked to poor
outcome in GBM patients and to be associated with the
expression of gene signatures consistent with proliferative
growth phenotype [3]. Similarly, elevated interstitial fluid
flow (IFF) has been shown to drive GBM invasion [4].

Lateral Ventricle Displacement (LVd)

This study uses “lateral ventricle displacement” (LVd) [3]
as quantitative measure of tumor mass effect. LVd is de-
fined as the distance between center-of-mass (COM) posi-
tions of the lateral ventricles between an undeformed ref-
erence and the tumor-bearing anatomy.
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Figure 1: Lateral ventricle displacement (LVd) defined as distance
between center of mass (COM) of (healthy) reference (yellow) and
tumor bearing (red) configuration.

LVd Estimation from MR Images

We implemented a semi-automatic approach for estimat-
ing LVd from anatomic brain MR imaging data, based on
image registration and following [3].
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Figure 2: The patient’s “healthy” anatomy is approximated by affine
registration of a brain atlas to the patient’s brain MRI. Deformed
ventricles are segmented by deformable registration and subsequent
manual correction. LVd is computed from the center-of-mass
positions of reference and deformed ventricles.

LVd Estimation on Glioblastoma

The Ivy Glioblastoma Atlas Project (Ivy GAP [1]) provides
matched imaging, ISH, RNA, gene expression and clinical
data over the treatment course of 39 patients.
We estimated LVd from pre-surgical MR imaging datasets
of 30 patients; 9 patients were excluded.
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Figure 3: Distribution of estimated LVd magnitudes. To evaluate
registration uncertainty across a wide range of anatomic shapes, the
LVd estimation approach was additionally applied to a dataset of
healthy brain anatomy (IXI [5]).

LVd vs. Tumor Size & Location
Tumor volume and location jointly explain about
40 % to 50 % of LVd variability.

(a) Increased tumor burden (e.g. contrast-enhancing (CE) volume)
is associated with increase in LVd.

(b) Increased distance between tumor COM and ventricles is
associated with decrease in LVd.

Figure 4: LVd vs. tumor size and location.

LVd vs. Survival
We find reduced survival in patients with elevated LVd pre-
surgical (LVd >6 mm). However, neither tumor volume,
nor LVd are significantly linked to survival.

Figure 5: Kaplan Meier graph comparing survival of Ivy GAP patients
with “normal” and “elevated” LVd. LVd is considered “elevated”
when exceeding the 95% CI of the normal population (6 mm).

Quantitative MR Imaging

We computed blood perfusion kinetics [6] (3D) and inter-
stitial fluid flow (IFF) [7] (2D) from 9 patients with pre-
operative dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MR imaging.

(a) Post-contrast T1 MRI. (b) Zoom on tumor region.
Figure 6: Axial slice of representative DCE MRI image. Region used
for perfusion analysis indicated by red contour.

(a) Plasma volume fraction νp. (b) Transfer rate ktrans.

(c) Leakage. (d) IFF magnitude.
Figure 7: Representative parameter maps obtained from perfusion
and IFF analysis. Parameters were estimated separately for each
voxel of the tumor volume. For perfusion kinetic parameters (a b, c),
only estimates with fit quality R2 > 0.80 are shown.

Perfusion kinetics & IFF vs. LVd
Perfusion kinetic and IFF parameter estimates are highly
heterogeneous across the tumor volume. Figure 8 shows
the relation between summary statistics and LVd.

(a) Plasma volume fraction νp. (b) Transfer rate ktrans.

(c) Leakage. (d) IFF magnitude.
Figure 8: Perfusion kinetic parameters (a b, c, R2 > 0.95) and
interstitial fluid flow (d) in function of LVd. Black whiskers indicate
the (symmetric) standard deviation around the mean of parameter
estimates across all voxels.

Summary

Evaluated workflow for LVd estimation
• Analysis of healthy brain images indicates LVd estima-

tion accuracy of 3.0 ± 1.5 mm.
• Uncertainty and LVd values for GBM patients similar

to literature [3].
Analyzed pre-surgical LVd on Ivy Gap dataset
• LVd increases with tumor burden.
• However, patients can exhibit largely different LVd, de-

spite similar tumor burden.
• Tumor volume and location only explain 40 % to 50 %

of LVd variability.
Explored link between LVd and perfusion, IFF
• Perfusion kinetic and IFF parameter estimates are

highly heterogeneous across the tumor volume.
• Decrease in mean, median leakage with increasing LVd

(R2 between 0.4 to 0.7, depending on fit quality selec-
tion criteria), fig. 8c.

• No consistent trend apparent for mean, median, maxi-
mum ktrans, plasma volume fraction νb, and magnitude
of interstitial fluid flow velocity vs. LVd.

Limitations
• Small number of GBM cases: LVd (n = 30), IFF and

perfusion kinetics (n = 9).
• IFF analysis currently restricted to 2D.
• No quality-of-fit metric for IFF data selection.

Ongoing and Future Work

Data Analysis
• Explore spatial heterogeneity in perfusion and IFF pa-

rameters; compare to apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC).

• Improve data selection criteria for IFF analysis.
• Investigate relation between LVd and biological data

available in Ivy GAP.
Modeling & Simulation
• Use mathematical model to investigate robustness of

LVd measure and its relation to observable and non-
observable (or difficult to measure) quantities.

• Calibrate mathematical model to observed LVd values.

Computational study comparing measures of
tumor mass effect at Poster TMOD-15!

Project Information

Glioma mass-e�ect Simulator www.glims.ch
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